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  What You Should Know about Sharks Ocean
Ramsey,2019-08-05 Never before published
information on shark language and what to do to
avoid, deter, or interact with sharks. A practical
guide for any ocean goer should you encounter a
shark or wish to increase or decrease your chances
of such and experience. There is so much more to
sharks than meets the eye and we are only
beginning to understand them. I hope this book
will help others to understand them on a deeper
level and I know that the information provided in
the series I've written can help save human lives.
I hope with a deeper understanding people might
also begin to appreciate, care, and my deepest
hope is that they might even be inspired enough to
join me in efforts to help save the lives of
sharks who are currently being slaughtered by the
millions.
  The Sharks of North America Jose I.
Castro,2011-07-28 A complete reference to all the
sharks inhabiting North American waters, with
excellent color illustrations of all the species.
  Sharks and People Thomas P. Peschak,2014-02-27
At once feared and revered, sharks have captivated
people since our earliest human encounters.
Children and adults alike stand awed before
aquarium shark tanks, fascinated by the giant
teeth and unnerving eyes. And no swim in the ocean
is undertaken without a slight shiver of anxiety
about the very real—and very cinematic—dangers of
shark bites. But our interactions with sharks are
not entirely one-sided: the threats we pose to
sharks through fisheries, organized hunts, and
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gill nets on coastlines are more deadly and far-
reaching than any bite. In Sharks and People
acclaimed wildlife photographer Thomas Peschak
presents stunning photographs that capture the
relationship between people and sharks around the
globe. A contributing photographer to National
Geographic, Peschak is best known for his unusual
photographs of sharks—his iconic image of a great
white shark following a researcher in a small
yellow kayak is one of the most recognizable shark
photographs in the world. The other images
gathered here are no less riveting, bringing us as
close as possible to sharks in the wild. Alongside
the photographs, Sharks and People tells the
compelling story of the natural history of sharks.
Sharks have roamed the oceans for more than four
hundred million years, and in this time they have
never stopped adapting to the ever-changing
world—their unique cartilage skeletons and array
of super-senses mark them as one of the most
evolved groups of animals. Scientists have
recently discovered that sharks play an important
role in balancing the ocean, including maintaining
the health of coral reefs. Yet, tens of millions
of sharks are killed every year just to fill the
demand for shark fin soup alone. Today more than
sixty species of sharks, including hammerhead,
mako, and oceanic white-tip sharks, are listed as
vulnerable or in danger of extinction. The need to
understand the significant part sharks play in the
oceanic ecosystem has never been so urgent, and
Peschak’s photographs bear witness to the
thrilling strength and unique attraction of
sharks. They are certain to enthrall and inspire.
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  The Ultimate Book of Sharks Brian
Skerry,Elizabeth Carney,Sarah Wassner Flynn,2018
An illustration-heavy exploration of the types and
characteristics of sharks.
  Sharks Lynn Gibbons,Chris Coode,2006-12-15
Introduces the physical characteristics of sharks,
focusing on such unique features as camouflage,
teeth, and senses.
  Learn About Sharks Matt Marchant,2018-11-07 The
Great White shark is the largest predatory fish in
the sea. It can be found in all the major oceans
around the world and is listed as “vulnerable” on
the endangered species list. This means they need
our help! To help save the sharks, we must
continue to learn more about these amazing
creatures and work to protect them and the world’s
oceans. Learn About Sharks: The Great White Shark
is packed full of incredible photographs and cool
facts about one of the most all-time famous
sharks. Find out how old sharks really are, how
Great White sharks hunt, how they bite, and most
importantly, how YOU can save the sharks!
  Sharks Brenda Ralph Lewis,2006 Discusses deadly
sharks from around the world, including the cookie
cutter, great white, hammerhead, and wobbegong.
  Sharks Megan Cooley Peterson,2013-07 Introduces
sharks and shark life, including such topics as
diet, habitat, life cycle, and myths.
  Discovering Sharks Donna Potter
Parham,2016-05-10 With a unique book cover that
looks and feels like actual shark skin,
DISCOVERING SHARKS is the ultimate guide to the
fiercest, most fascinating predators that lurk the
ocean deep! This action-packed, full-color book
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features dozens of different types of sharks, with
captivating photographs and illustrations
throughout. From the Great White to the
Hammerhead, learn about those razor-sharp teeth
and prominent fins, mysterious behavior patterns,
and even their unique diets. DISCOVERING SHARKS is
jam-packed with gripping facts and fun tidbits, as
well as breath-taking images that nearly jump off
the page and right into your lap! Featuring a one-
of-a-kind textured book cover that feels like
shark skin, this book is a must-have for any child
fascinated by the fiercest creatures who lurk the
ocean deep!
  Sharks: 101 Super Fun Facts And Amazing Pictures
(Featuring The World's Top 10 Sharks) Janet
Evans,2013-09-15 SHARKS: 101 SUPER FUN FACTS AND
AMAZING PICTURES ( FEATURING THE WORLD's TOP 10
SHARKS) This book depicts the wonder of the world
of Sharks in all its glory. Children are given a
well-rounded understanding of this beautiful fish:
its anatomy, feeding habits and behavior. The
following Sharks are featured: Black Tip Reef
Shark Bull Shark Hammerhead Shark Great White
Shark Lemon Shark Nurse Shark Whale Shark
Wobbegong Tiger Shark Leopard shark The
description is in the large text and is simple
enough for early readers or for a parent to guide
a child through. There are also picture captions
that provide more information to talk about with
your child. Alternatively, a child of any age
(even the child in you) can just look at the
images and appreciate its beauty. Do enjoy!
  Shark Angela Royston,2013-07-15 Sharks are the
top predator in the world's oceans. This colorful
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book examines the adaptations that have allowed
sharks to thrive in Earth's largest habitat.
Gorgeous photographs will grab students'
attention, while vivid text and fact-filled
sidebars engage even reluctant readers. Sidebars
describe the species that share the ocean with
sharks, making this a complete look at the
predator/prey relationship in the fascinating
ocean habitat.
  Sharks! Laurence Pringle,2008-01-01 From the
tiny cookiecutter to the great white, the world's
oceans are home to hundreds of species of
marvelous and mysterious sharks. There's the giant
whale shark - longer than two school buses but
gentle enough to swim with humans; and the swell
shark, which can wedge itself into a hideout and
then swell so that it cannot be pulled out. There
are sharks that lay eggs and sharks that have live
babies. Some are small enough to fit into the palm
of your hand, and some have teeth bigger than your
fist. Join acclaimed author Laurence Pringle on a
fascinating exploration of the wide variety of
fish classified as sharks. Together with Meryl
Henderson's beautiful and realistic illustrations,
young readers will be taken on an unforgettable
journey deep under the sea.
  Shark Dean Crawford,2008-08-01 A sleek hunter of
the seas, the shark has struck fear into the
hearts of men since the days of the first
fishermen. Dean Crawford now explores here the
long relationship between shark and man, revealing
that behind the fearsome caricature is a complex
animal that deserves a thoughtful reconsideration.
With a lineage stretching back over 100 million
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years, the shark has evolved into 350 different
species, from the great white to the pike-bearing
goblin to the tiny cookie-cutter. Crawford
compiles here a fascinating narrative that
analyzes how and why the animal looms large in our
cultural psyche. While sharks have played a
prominent part in religion and mythology, they are
more commonly perceived as deadly predators—in
such films as Jaws and Dr. No—or as symbols of
natural violence, as in Hemingway’s Islands in the
Stream. Shark ultimately argues, however, that our
ill-informed emotional responses, spurred by such
representations, have encouraged the wholesale
slaughter of sharks—and our ignorance endangers
the very existence of the shark today. Both a
celebration of their lethal beauty and plea for
their conservation, Shark urges us to shed our
fears and appreciate the magnificence of this
majestic animal.
  Why Sharks Matter David Shiffman,2022-05-24 Get
submerged in the amazing world of sharks! Your
expert host, award-winning marine biologist Dr.
David Shiffman, will show you how—and why—we
should protect these mysterious, misunderstood
guardians of the ocean. Sharks are some of the
most fascinating, most ecologically important,
most threatened, and most misunderstood animals on
Earth. More often feared than revered, their role
as predators of the deep have earned them a
reputation as a major threat to humans. But the
truth is that sharks are not a danger to
us—they're in danger from us. In Why Sharks
Matter, marine conservation biologist Dr. David
Shiffman explains why it's crucial that we
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overcome our misconceptions and rise above
cinematic jump scares to embrace sharks as the
imperiled and elegant ocean guardians they really
are. Sharing his own fascinating experiences
working with sharks, Shiffman tells us • why
healthy shark populations are a must for
supporting ocean ecosystems—and the coastal
economies that depend on them • why we're in
danger of losing many shark species forever • what
scientists, conservationists, and readers can do
to help save these iconic predators • why so much
of what you've heard about sharks and how to save
them is wrong Exploring the core tenets of shark
conservation science and policy, Shiffman
synthesizes decades of scientific research and
policymaking, weaving it into a narrative full of
humor and adventure. Touching on everything from
Shark Week to shark fin soup, overfishing to
marine sanctuaries, Shiffman reveals why sharks
are in trouble, why we should care, and how we can
save them. Perfect for shark enthusiasts, Why
Sharks Matter is an approachable, informative
guide to the world of shark conservation and the
passionate, fascinating, brilliant people who work
to understand and protect our oceans. This fun
read will have you looking at sharks with a fresh
perspective and an understanding that the survival
of sharks is crucial to the survival of another
apex predator—ourselves.
  Sharks of New England Alessandrao De
Maddalena,2010-09-01 Those who think sharks are a
predominantly tropical species will be in for
quite a surprise when they learn that the cold
waters of New England are home to 33 different
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species. The aim of this book is to provide both
accurate scientific information on sharks and to
profile those species that inhabit the waters of
New England.
  Neighborhood Sharks Katherine Roy,2014-09-30 Up
close with the ocean's most fearsome and famous
predator and the scientists who study them—just
twenty-six miles from the Golden Gate Bridge! A
few miles from San Francisco lives a population of
the ocean's largest and most famous predators.
Each fall, while the city's inhabitants dine on
steaks, salads, and sandwiches, the great white
sharks return to California's Farallon Islands to
dine on their favorite meal: the seals that live
on the island's rocky coasts. Massive, fast, and
perfectly adapted to hunting after 11 million
years of evolution, the great whites are among the
planet's most fearsome, fascinating, and least
understood animals. In the fall of 2012, Katherine
Roy visited the Farallons with the scientists who
study the islands' shark population. She witnessed
seal attacks, observed sharks being tagged in the
wild, and got an up close look at the dramatic
Farallons—a wildlife refuge that is strictly off-
limits to all but the scientists who work there.
Neighborhood Sharks is an intimate portrait of the
life cycle, biology, and habitat of the great
white shark, based on the latest research and an
up-close visit with these amazing animals.
  Science Comics: Sharks Joe Flood,2018-04-17
Presented in comic book format, this in-depth
introduction to sharks examines their undersea
terrain, their cunning adaptability, and their
staggering variety.
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  Kids Meet the Sharks and Other Giant Sea
Creatures Andra Serlin Abramson,2014-05-20 Kids
Meet the Sharks is the ultimate book for kids to
learn about these fierce yet fascinating creatures
of the sea. This full color, completely
illustrated addition to the Kids Meet series
features dozens of different types of sharks with
captivating photos, die-cuts, and a friendly
dialogue that won’t scare kids away! They lurk
around the oceans, sporting their sharp teeth and
prominent fins. They have captured our
imaginations with their mysterious ways, but what
about their lifestyles, diets, physiology and
behaviors? Kids will be intrigued by the dozens of
shark species featured, along with gripping facts
and tidbits accompanied by amazing photography.
Every full color spread features a different type
of shark to give kids a comprehensive
understanding of these incredible beings. Though
often perceived as terrifying creatures, sharks
are actually guardians of the sea and vital to our
oceans!
  Bull Sharks Deborah Nuzzolo,2019-05-01 Bull
sharks are one of a kind! They are unique because
of their wide snouts, ability to live in both
marine and freshwater environments, and wide-
ranging appetites. In this eBook with natural-
voice audio and text highlighting, beginning
readers will learn about the appearance, behavior,
life cycle, and other key features of this amazing
shark.
  Sharks, Rays, and Chimaeras of California David
Ebert,2003-05-08 Ebert has herein assembled an
enormous body of knowledge about California's 43
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shark species ranging from shark and human
behavior to taxonomic minutiae, along with up-to-
date explanations of their ecology, status and
fisheries. More importantly, his Herculean effort
includes the often-overlooked 25 species of
skates, rays and chimaeras. That, along with the
fine illustrations of Mat Squillante, should
answer any question that a student, diver, natural
history buff, or recreational or commercial fisher
might ask.—John E. McCosker, coauthor of Great
White Shark The timing of this publication is
ideal given the status of some of California's
elasmobranch populations and the need for a deeper
understanding of their biology, ecology, and
fishery management. The book is a comprehensive
treatment—if one wants to find out the latest
information on any species of shark or ray off
California, this is the place to go. An
outstanding work!—Gregor M. Cailliet, Professor,
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, and Director,
Pacific Shark Research Center
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